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Abstract—In recent years many finite elements have been developed for plate bending analysis. The formulated elements are based on the strain based approach. This approach leads to the representation of the displacements by higher order polynomial terms without the need for the introduction of additional internal and unnecessary degrees of freedom. Good convergence can also be obtained when the results are compared with those obtained from the corresponding displacement based elements, having the same total number of degrees of freedom. Furthermore, the plate bending elements are free from any shear locking since they converge to the Kirchhoff solution for thin plates contrarily for the corresponding displacement based elements. In this paper the efficiency of the strain based approach compared to well known displacement formulation is presented. The results obtained by a new formulated plate bending element based on the strain approach and Kirchhoff theory are compared with some others elements. The good convergence of the new formulated element is confirmed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Numerous studies; theoretical and numerical were dedicated to the plate bending. Numerically, the calculation of the thick plate with 3D finite elements has been examined by several authors, Zienkiewich and Gallagher [1], [2] used these type of elements by maintaining 3D constants, let us quote for example the brick with twenty nodes, B20 and bricks without intermediate nodes following thickness. According to these authors, 3D elements give good results in this last case, but do not approach known solutions for the thin plates [3]. The major inconvenience in the use of these elements of superior order is the high cost; because of large number of numerical integration points necessary for the evaluation of the element stiffness matrix. On the development side, many researchers continue to be preoccupied with the problem of the formulation of new elements and further development of improved algorithms for special phenomena. A new approach of elements was developed at Cardiff University, referred to as the strain based approach. This approach is based on the calculation of the exact terms representing all the rigid body modes and the other components of the displacement functions which are based on assumed independent strain functions; insofar as it is allowed by the elasticity compatibility equations. The convergence is faster compared to the displacement based elements (in the case where the total number of degrees of freedom would be identical). Many researchers are involved in this new approach. Djouadi involved for non-linear fields and vibrations of cylindrical shells [4], [5], and excellent results have been obtained. A new rectangular element was developed for plan elasticity problems by Belarbi and Maalem [6]. Hamadi et al. [7] have formulated a new quadrilateral element with inside node and using static condensation for plane elasticity problems, both elements converge rapidly compared to the displacements quadrilateral elements. For plate bending analysis, Belouar and Guenfoud [8] have developed a new rectangular plate bending element, Hamadi et al. [9] have also formulated a new version plate bending finite element. Both elements have six degrees of freedom per node and are based on the strain approach and Mindlin theory formulation, the results obtained are very good compared with corresponding placement based elements. The main objective of this paper is to present the efficiency of the strain based approach compared to well known displacement formulation, in addition, the results obtained by a new formulated plate bending element based on the strain approach and Kirchhoff theory are given. The good convergence of the new formulated element is confirmed.

II. PLATE CLASSIFICATION

A plate is an elastic solid which has one dimension is too small compared to the other two dimensions (Fig. 1). Generally it has a plane of symmetry in the middle of the thickness called middle surface [10]. Plates are often classified into two categories, thin or thick depending on the size of the thickness h. Therefore, it can be classified with the following conditions:

For thick plates: \[ \frac{1}{20} \prec \frac{h}{L} \prec \frac{1}{4} \]

For thin plates: \[ \frac{h}{L} \prec \frac{1}{20} \]

where: h is the thickness and L is the small dimension
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III. ADVANTAGEOUS OF THE STRAIN BASED APPROACH

Direct interpolation based on the strain approach provides a better precision on these values and on constraints and displacements (obtained by integration); compared to the classic formulation where deformations are obtained by derivation of the chosen displacement fields.

The main advantages of this approach are [11, 12]:
- Easy satisfaction of the main two convergence criteria bound directly to strains (constant strains and rigid body movement).
- Effortlessly decoupling of the various strain components (a field of uncoupled displacements generates coupled strains).
- Possibility of enriching the field of displacements by terms of high order without the introduction of intermediate nodes or of supplementary degrees of freedom (allowing so to treat the problem of locking).

IV. PRESENTATION OF SOME FINITE ELEMENTS APPLIED TO THE ANALYSIS OF PLATES

A. Elements Based On the Displacement Model

This model is the most popular and most developed. In this model, the finite elements are based on an interpolation of the displacements field. The displacements are determined in a single and detailed way in the structure, whereas the stresses are not continuous at the boundaries. Among the finite elements based on this approach are:

a/ ACM: This element Adini et al. [13] and : is a rectangular plate bending element based on the Kirchhoff theory and the displacement formulation. The displacement fields are given by (1):

$$w = \alpha_x + \alpha_3 x + \alpha_2 x^2 + \alpha_4 x y + \alpha_6 y^2 + \alpha_7 x^3 +$$
$$+ \alpha_8 x^2 y + \alpha_9 x y^2 + \alpha_{10} y^3 + \alpha_{11} x^3 y + \alpha_{12} x^2 y^2$$

$$\theta_x = \frac{\partial w}{\partial x} = \left(\alpha_2 + 2 \alpha_4 x + \alpha_5 y + 3 \alpha_6 x^2 + 2 \alpha_8 x y + \alpha_9 y^2 + 3 \alpha_{11} x^3 y + \right.$$  
$$\left.+ \alpha_{12} x^2 y^2\right)$$

$$\theta_y = \frac{\partial w}{\partial y} = \left(\alpha_2 + 2 \alpha_4 x + \alpha_5 y + 3 \alpha_6 x^2 + 2 \alpha_8 x y + \alpha_9 y^2 + 3 \alpha_{11} x^3 y + \right.$$  
$$\left.+ \alpha_{12} x^2 y^2\right)$$

b/ R4: the rectangular bilinear element based on displacement model, the displacements field is given as follows (2):

$$w = \alpha_1 + \alpha_2 x + \alpha_3 y + \alpha_4 x y$$
$$\beta_x = \alpha_5 + \alpha_6 x + \alpha_7 y + \alpha_8 x y$$
$$\beta_y = \alpha_9 + \alpha_{10} x + \alpha_{11} y + \alpha_{12} x y$$

B. Elements Based On the Strain Approach

This approach is based on the calculation of the exact terms representing all the rigid body modes and the other components of the displacement functions; which are based on assumed independent strain functions insofar as it is allowed by the elasticity compatibility (3).

$$\frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial x \partial y} + \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x \partial y} - \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial y \partial z} + \frac{\partial^2 w}{\partial y \partial z}$$

The following elements are presented:

a/ SBH6: Strain Based Hexaedrom 6-node, is a three-dimensional element having eight nodes and 24 degrees of freedom, it is formulated for the analysis of thin and thick plates [11], the displacement fields are given by (4):

$$u = \alpha_1 + \alpha_2 y + \alpha_3 z + \alpha_4 x + \alpha_5 x y + \alpha_6 x z +$$
$$+\alpha_7 x^2 - 0.5\alpha_8 y^2 - 0.5\alpha_9 z^2 - 0.5\alpha_{10} x^2 +$$
$$+0.5\alpha_{11} x z + \alpha_{12} x^2 y$$

$$v = \alpha_2 - \alpha_4 x - \alpha_4 y - 0.5\alpha_5 x^2 - 0.5\alpha_6 y^2 +$$
$$+\alpha_7 x y + \alpha_8 x z + \alpha_9 z^2 + 0.5\alpha_{10} x^2 z +$$
$$+0.5\alpha_{11} x y + 0.5\alpha_{12} x z + 0.5\alpha_{13} x^2 y$$

$$w = \alpha_3 + \alpha_4 y - \alpha_5 x - 0.5\alpha_6 x^2 - 0.5\alpha_7 y^2 -$$
$$-0.5\alpha_8 z^2 - 0.5\alpha_9 x y + \alpha_10 y z +$$
$$+\alpha_{11} x z + \alpha_{12} x z + 0.5\alpha_{13} y z$$

b/ SBPR: Strain based rectangular plate bending element, with four nodes and 12 degrees of freedom used for the analysis of thin and thick plates [8], the displacement fields are given by (5):

$$w = \alpha_1 - \alpha_2 x - \alpha_3 y - \alpha_4 x^2 - \alpha_5 x y - \alpha_6 y^2$$
$$-\alpha_7 x^2 - \alpha_8 x y - \alpha_9 y^2 + \alpha_{10} x^2 + \alpha_{11} y^2 + \alpha_{12}$$

$$\beta_x = \alpha_2 + \alpha_4 x + \alpha_5 x y - \alpha_6 y^2 + \alpha_{10} x^2 + \alpha_{11} y^2 + \alpha_{12}$$

$$\beta_y = -\alpha_1 + \alpha_3 y + \alpha_4 y^2 - \alpha_5 x y + \alpha_{10} x^2 + \alpha_{11} y^2 + \alpha_{12}$$

b/ SBPR: another version of the plate bending element(SBPR) developed by Hamadi and Derbane [9] the displacement fields are given by (6):

$$w = \alpha_1 - \alpha_2 x - \alpha_3 y - \alpha_4 x^2 - \alpha_5 x y - \alpha_6 y^2 + \alpha_{10} x^2 - \alpha_{11} x y - \alpha_{12}$$

$$\beta_x = \alpha_2 + \alpha_4 x + \alpha_5 x y - \alpha_6 y^2 + \alpha_{10} x^2 + \alpha_{11} y^2 + \alpha_{12}$$

$$\beta_y = -\alpha_1 + \alpha_3 y + \alpha_4 y^2 - \alpha_5 x y + \alpha_{10} x^2 + \alpha_{11} y^2 + \alpha_{12}$$
\[ \beta_y = a_3 - x^2 + 2 + a_4 x - a_5 y + a_6 y - a_7 x y - a_8 y^2 - a_9 x^2 + a_10 x + a_11 y + a_12 x y \]

\[ \beta_x = a_2 + a_4 x + a_5 y + a_7 x y - a_8 y^2 + a_10 x + a_11 y + a_12 x y \]

\[ \beta_y = a_3 + a_4 x + a_5 y + a_6 y + a_7 x y + a_8 y^2 + a_10 x + a_11 y + a_12 x y \]

We should mention that, the evaluation of the element stiffness matrix is summarized with the evaluation of the following well known expressions (8):

\[ [K_e] = \left[ A^{-1} \right]^T \left( \int_S [\mathcal{Q}]^T [\mathcal{D}] [\mathcal{Q}] dx dy \right) [A^{-1}] \]  \hspace{1cm} (8a)

\[ [K_e] = \left[ A^{-1} \right]^T [K_0] [A^{-1}] \]  \hspace{1cm} (8b)

with:

\[ [K_0] = \int_S [\mathcal{Q}]^T [D] [\mathcal{Q}] dx dy \]  \hspace{1cm} (8c)

V. NUMERICAL APPLICATIONS

A. Cantilever Beam Subjected to Point Load

This example is well known and used in the literature to test bending elements. This cantilevered beam is loaded by a point load at the free end as shown in Fig. 2. Several aspect ratios of the length (L) to the thickness (h) of the cantilever are considered (L/h=1-100). The geometrical and material properties are given below.

Data:

Length L=10 m, width b=1 m thickness h = (Variable (0, 1 - 10) m, Young’s modulus E=1,2x10^6 N/m² and Poisson’s ratio \(\nu = 0, P = 0,1\) N

The analytical solution of the vertical displacement W at the free end is given by (9):

\[ W = \frac{4P L^4}{E b h^3} \left[ 1 + \frac{1}{24} \left( \frac{h}{L} \right) ^2 \right] \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

If we neglect the shear effect (\( \frac{h}{L} \ll 1 \)), the analytical solution of the vertical displacement W at the free end is given by: \( w = \frac{4P L^3}{E b h^3} \), the results obtained for the vertical displacement at the free end are presented in Table I.

| TABLE I | INFLUENCE OF L/H ON THE MAXIMUM DISPLACEMENT (K=5/6) |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| L/h | 1 | 2 | 4 | 6 | 10 | 100 |
| ACM | 3.34 × 10^{-7} | 2.68 × 10^{-6} | 2.14 × 10^{-5} | 4.18 × 10^{-5} | 3.44 × 10^{-4} | 0.3344 |
| R4 | 5.3 × 10^{-7} | 3.0 × 10^{-6} | 2.1 × 10^{-5} | 3.9 × 10^{-5} | 2.4 × 10^{-4} | 0.0078 |
| SBRH | 5.3 × 10^{-7} | 3.1 × 10^{-6} | 2.2 × 10^{-5} | 4.3 × 10^{-5} | 3.3 × 10^{-4} | 0.3325 |
| SBPR | 5.3 × 10^{-7} | 3.1 × 10^{-6} | 2.2 × 10^{-5} | 4.3 × 10^{-5} | 3.3 × 10^{-4} | 0.3325 |
| SBRPS | 5.32 × 10^{-7} | 3.06 × 10^{-6} | 2.19 × 10^{-5} | 4.23 × 10^{-5} | 3.32 × 10^{-4} | 0.3334 |
| SBRPK | 3.33 × 10^{-7} | 2.66 × 10^{-6} | 2.13 × 10^{-5} | 4.16 × 10^{-5} | 3.33 × 10^{-4} | 0.3333 |
| Analytical | 5.33 × 10^{-7} | 3.1 × 10^{-6} | 2.2 × 10^{-5} | 4.3 × 10^{-5} | 3.3 × 10^{-4} | 0.3333 |

B. Simply Supported Plate with Concentrated Load

The plate is subjected to a point load P applied at the center of the plate. The convergence results obtained for maximum displacement at the center of the plate are given in Table II and compared with the Kirchhoff solution [14] and those given by other elements. The geometrical and material properties are: L=20, h=0,2, P=1, \(\nu = 0,3\), E=10^6

\[ \begin{align*}
\beta_y &= a_3 - a_4 \frac{x^2}{2} + a_5 x y + a_6 y - a_7 x^2 - a_8 y^2 - a_9 x^2 + \alpha_{10} x + a_{11} y + a_{12} x y \\
\beta_x &= a_2 + a_4 x + a_5 y + a_7 x y - a_8 y^2 + a_{10} x + a_{11} y + a_{12} x y \\
\beta_y &= a_3 + a_4 x + a_5 y + a_6 y + a_7 x y + a_8 y^2 + a_{10} x + a_{11} y + a_{12} x y
\end{align*} \]
The efficiency of the strain based elements has been demonstrated, and the advantageous of using the strain approach are confirmed.
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